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ABSTRACT

Estimation of runoff is very important for flood estimation. Thus, runoff is very important in designing and managing water resources projects involving natural hazards. Region refers to a set of sites of which is expected to have data drawn in a synonymous frequency distribution. In this study, a regional frequency analysis of annual runoff in Peninsular Malaysia has been conducted and was based on the theory of L-Moments as developed by Hosking and Wallis [1] is a very reliable method for assessing exceedance probabilities of extreme environmental events when data is available from more than one site. The General Logistics (GLO) and Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) were found to be suitable for the region in peninsular Malaysia [2]. The best fit distributions of annual runoff in Malaysia are determined based on L-moment ratio diagram and statistical tests. Numerical analysis was performed on some stations in every state in Peninsular Malaysia. Thus, the analysis performed are using data from homogeneous regions established using L-moments procedure. From the analysis, probability plots and comparison between at site and regional estimation shows that most of the station are almost the same and lies on the 45° lines meaning that the site are fitted distribution.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Flooding occurs when a watercourse is unable to convey the quantity of runoff flowing downstream. The frequency with which this occurs is described by a return period. Regionalization is the procedure to find natural groups of watersheds with homogeneous hydrologic response, and finds applications in hydrologic design, planning and management of water resources systems [3]. The regional frequency analysis is widely used in flood analysis. The approach based on the theory of L-moments was developed by Hosking and Wallis [1] is a very reliable method for assessing exceedance probabilities of extreme environmental events when data is available from more than one site. The method of L-moments is analogous to the method of ordinary moments. The main advantage of L-moments is that, being a linear combination of data, they are less influenced by outliers.

In recent years, researchers either hydrologist or engineer used different procedures because of the different parameters used and resulting to the different results. The reliability of the estimate are largely depends on the quality and the length of the hydrological records used in the analysis. The accuracy is the parameter that most design engineer had problem in analyses that can cause errors in estimation of hydrological parameters. Frequency analysis method using data from single site will limit the prediction value and lead to a large sampling errors [4].

This paper contains the application of the methodology proposed by Hosking and Wallis [1] for the estimation of the annual runoff distribution in any Malaysian rivers by using hydrometric and climatic data of Malaysian gauged stations. The objectives of this study are to identify the homogeneous region and to compare between regional estimation and at-site estimation analysis.

2.0 METHODOLOGY IN REGIONAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS BY USING L-MOMENTS

2.1 L-Moment Definition and Terminology

L-moments are statistics used to summarize the shape of a probability distribution and also define as linear combination of Probability Weighted Moments (PWMs) [5]. They are analogous to conventional moments in that they are used to calculate quantities analogous to the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of data. In the L-moment field these terms are called L-mean, L-scale, L-skewness and L-kurtosis to distinguish them from the conventional moments and standardized moments. Standardized L-moments are called L-moment ratios [6].

For a random variable X, the first four population L-moments are [7]:

\[ \lambda_1 = \mathbb{E}X \]
\[ \lambda_2 = (\mathbb{E}X^2 - \mathbb{E}X^1)^2 / 2 \]
\[ \lambda_3 = (\mathbb{E}X^3 - 2\mathbb{E}X^2 + 2\mathbb{E}X^1)^3 / 3 \]
\[ \lambda_4 = (4\mathbb{E}X^4 - 3\mathbb{E}X^3 + 3\mathbb{E}X^2 - 6\mathbb{E}X^1) / 4 \]

where \( X^{(k)} \) denotes the kth largest value in an independent sample of size n from the distribution of X.
The first two of these L-moments have conventional names: 
\( \lambda_1 = \text{mean}, \) L-mean or L-location, 
\( \lambda_2 = \text{L-scale}. \)

A quantity similar to the coefficient of variation, but based on L-moments is \( \tau \) defined by
\[
\tau = \frac{\gamma_1}{\gamma_2}
\]
which is called the “coefficient of L-variation”, or “L-CV”.

A set of higher order scaled L-moments, or L-moment ratios, is defined by
\[
\tau = \frac{\lambda_r}{\lambda_2}, \quad r = 3, 4, \ldots
\]
and conventional names for the third and fourth order L-moment ratios \( r = 3, 4 \) are
\( \tau_3 = \text{L-skewness}, \)
\( \tau_4 = \text{L-kurtosis}. \)

### 2.2 L-Moments Ratio Diagram (LMRD)
L-Moments ratio diagram is a graphical analysis of distribution fitting where several distributions can be compared in a single diagram. Theoretical relationship between \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) have been derived for various distribution [8]. The selection of a suitable parametric distribution to describe the data from several sites can be based on the proximity of the mean value of \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) for the region to a theoretical line or point as well as on the variability of the mean values.

### 2.3 Index Flood Method
The \( T \)-year event \( X_T \) defined as the event of exceeded on average once every \( T \) years [9] is given as:
\[
P[X > X_T] = 1/T
\]  
(4)
The parameters of regional frequency distribution can be estimated using L-moment together with regional average sample L-moments ratios. Then, the \( T \)-year event at site \( i \) can be estimated as
\[
X_T,i = u_i Z_T
\]  
(5)
Where \( u_i \) is the mean annual flood (MAF) at site \( i \), and \( Z_T \) is the regional growth curve.

### 2.4 Regional Frequency Analysis
There are five steps of the regional frequency analysis methodology which:

i. Screening of the data
ii. Identification of the homogeneous region
iii. Choose frequency distribution
iv. Estimation of the chosen parameters
v. Compute quintile estimates

Since these procedures are presented in detail by Hosking and Wallis [3], only a summary is reported below.

i. Screening of data
Test the gross outliers, inconsistencies, shifts, and trends [10]. Then, discordance measure is used to identify sites from the group of a given sites that are grossly discordance with the group as whole. The discordance measure is single statistics based on difference between L-Moment ratios of the site and the average L-Moment ratio of the group of same sites. These statistics can also be used to identify erroneous data.

ii. Identifying homogeneous regions
Assign the sites to region. Region defined as a set of sites in which the frequency distributions are considered to be appropriately similar. Region is the fundamental unit of the regional frequency analysis. The sites can be divided into region within the homogeneity criteria. It is exactly certified approximate homogeneity is sufficient enough to ensure that the regional frequency analysis is much more accurate compare to at site analysis.

iii. Choose the Frequency distribution
Single frequency distribution is fitted to the data from several sites of homogeneous region in regional frequency analysis. A distribution must be chosen which provides a good fit to the data because the true distribution of the runoff is not known. The parameter distributions that can be used to consider the quintile estimation in this study are Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), the Lognormal, Logistic, and Pearson Type 3. To help in selection of the appropriate distribution, \( Z \)-statistic was used. The \( Z \)-statistic is a goodness-of-fit measure for those parameter distributions that measures how good the theoretical L-Kurtosis of fitted distribution matched the regional average of the observed data.

iv. Parameter estimation
L-Moment algorithm is used to estimate the chosen distribution parameters and obtain the quintile estimate. It involves fitting the chosen distribution using L-Moment method of the distribution to the sample L-Moment derived from the observed data. Furthermore, the sample of L-Moment ratios from each site in the homogeneous region is weighted according to the length and combined to give regional average L-Moment ratios. Then, the regional mean is set and regional quintile estimates are derived.

v. Compute quintile estimates
To obtain the runoff estimation at ungauged sites, the regional quintile estimates derived from data at gauged sites within the region are interpolated to all ungauged sites in that particular region.

### 2.5 Discordancy Measures
This measure is used to identify site that are outliers with the group as a whole. If a single site does not appear to belong to the cloud of \( \tau_3 \) and \( \tau_4 \) points on the L- Moment diagram, a test of discordancy based on L- Moments can be used to determine whether it should be removed from the region. The test of discordancy is applied by calculating the D-statistics, defined terms of L-Moments.
\[ D_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum \left( u_i - u \right)^2 K^{-1} \left( u_i - u \right) \]  

where \( u_i \) = vector of L-moment ratios for station \( i \), 
\( K \) = covariance matrix of \( u_i \), 
\( u \) = mean of vector \( u_i \).

The station \( i \) is declared to be discordant, if \( D_i \) is greater than the critical value of the discordancy statistic given in a tabular form by [6].

### 2.6 Identification of Homogeneous Region using Heterogeneity Measure

Heterogeneity measure, \( H \) compares the inter-site variations in sample L-moments for the group of sites with what would be expected of a homogeneous region. The L-moment tests for heterogeneity fit a four-parameter Kappa distribution [11] to the regional data set, generate a series of 500 equivalent region’s data by numerical simulation and compare the variability of the statistics of the actual region to those of the simulated series [1]. The inter-site variation of each generated region is computed and the mean and standard deviation of the computed inter-site variation is determined. Hence, heterogeneity measure is obtained as:

\[ H = \frac{V - \mu_V}{\sigma_V} \]  

where, \( V \) = weighted standard deviation of L-coefficient of variation values, 
\( \mu_V, \sigma_V \) = the mean and standard deviation of number of simulations of \( V \).

The criteria for deciding heterogeneity of a region is as:
- \( H < 1 \), region is acceptably homogeneous,
- \( 1 \leq H < 2 \), region is possibly heterogeneous,
- \( H \geq 2 \), region is definitely heterogeneous.

### 2.7 Computer Programs for Method of L-Moments

All of the processes have been programmed by [12] (lmoments: version 3.04) based on FORTRAN-77. The FORTRAN-77 routines and subroutines are combined under a program which has been compiled and adapted into an executable form in this study [13].

### 3.0 STUDY AREA, AVAILABILITY AND ACQUISITION OF DATA

This study involves data acquisition and numerical modeling. The data acquisition involves acquiring the annual runoff data of selected location all over Malaysia from Department of Irrigation And Drainage, Ampang. Numerical modeling involved analyzing the annual runoff data to find the L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis from different sites of annual runoff data which has historical data for 20 years and above. The study area was divided into three homogeneous region which is southern, east coast and west coast region of peninsular Malaysia as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the flow of work done in order to construct the Regional Frequency Analysis of flow. The amounts of stations with homogenous data were 38 stations. Six (6) stations employed in REGION I (SOUTH), twenty three (23) stations employed in REGION II (WEST) and nine (9) stations employed in REGION III (EAST). Table 1 show the total sites and data involved in each state while Table 2 to Table 4 shows the Summary of selected Automatic Runoff Stations of R1, R2 and R3 of Peninsular Malaysia.
4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The weighted mean of L-Skewness and L-Kurtosis were plotted into the L-Moment Ratios Diagram. This result was obtained by running the X-Test and X-Fit Program using FORTRAN Software.

Based on Figures 2 and 3, it can be summarized that Generalized Logistic Distribution (GLO) is the best distribution for regional frequency analysis for Regions 1 and 2. Figure 4 show that Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) is the best distribution for Region 3. The Goodness of fit Test (ZDIST) should be less than or equal to 1.64 but if the value exceeded 1.64 the distribution with value ZDIST close to it will be selected as a parent distribution. From Table 1, it is shown that for Region 1 and 2 represented by GLO distribution and for Region 3 represented by GLO distribution.

Figure 2: L-Moment Ratio Diagram of Region 1
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Figure 3: L-Moment Ratio Diagram of Region 2

Figure 4: L-Moment Ratio Diagram of Region 3

Table 5: Goodness of fit Test ($Z_{DIST}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Logistic</td>
<td>0.11a</td>
<td>-3.63a</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Extreme Value</td>
<td>-0.59b</td>
<td>-4.66b</td>
<td>0.08a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>-1.15c</td>
<td>-5.77c</td>
<td>-0.30b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Type III</td>
<td>-2.11d</td>
<td>-7.65d</td>
<td>-1.09c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Pareto</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>-7.66</td>
<td>-3.54d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.0 CONCLUSION

In this study, the regionalisation frequency analysis is based on the Index flood approach. The index flood was replaced by the index runoff consist of two major parts which is the establishment of the regional growth curves or frequency curves and the estimation of the value of index runoff. This study focused on identifying the homogeneous region. The result presented in this study based on Goodness of Fit Test and the Probability plots indicates that the Generalized Logistic (GLO) and Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution were found to be the most suitable distribution in Peninsular Malaysia.

The advantages of using regional frequency analysis approach are evident in many studies that have been done before [14];[15] and [16]. The regional L-Moment algorithm has been successfully implemented in most of the studies on frequency analysis. It is because by using L-Moment, it generally reduces sampling error. This approach reduces at site estimates errors. It can also be used to generate runoff information at an ungauged site.
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